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This paper illustrates an effective real-time software-in-the-loop (SIL) simulation technique for con-
trol design performance validation through two case studies in automotive systems: electric power
steering (EPS) control and drive control for a switch reluctance motor (SRM) powered by a fuel cell.
This technique, if implemented appropriately, will be able to shorten the prototyping time for control
system research and development in both academic and industrial areas. The two cases presented
involve complicated dynamics: road/tire steering dynamics and chemical/electrical dynamics in a fuel
cell, for which software packages are available to simulate. Therefore, for the purpose of steering
and SRM drive control performance validation, successful real-time simulation is desired through in-
terfacing with these software, i.e. making software package in the loop. The case studies presented
in this paper demonstrate the effectiveness of this concept. The presented real-time SIL simulation
is conducted on a two-node computer platform engineered by RT-Lab, operating in fixed-step real
time. Comparison between real-time and off-line simulation is also presented.
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1. Introduction

When simulation goes to academic and industrial research
and development practices, it is always expected to pro-
vide reliable and as accurate results as possible for vali-
dation of design concepts. In addition, there is need for
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great flexibility for implementing the simulation so that
the structure of the simulation platform can be altered for
design changes and can be re-used for other applications.

Without any question, the most reliable and accurate
validation of intended design results should be the full-
scale real test, i.e. testing the developed product in a real
system for performance validation. Unfortunately, the cost
of real tests is normally tremendous and, to some extent,
may not be affordable and economically efficient for ei-
ther academic or industrial researchers and developers. On
the other hand, pure numerical simulation is now deemed
as too fragile to accommodate complicated real processes,
due to uncertainty in both mathematical models of phys-
ical systems and programming procedures, regardless of
its extremely high flexibility and low cost. Therefore, it is
always an economic and technical challenge to build a re-
liable yet low-cost real-time simulation platform for prac-
tical systems. This kind of simulation would lay down a
solid base for real tests, if not replacing the real tests com-
pletely. This will reduce both the cost and the cycle time
for product prototyping.

The importance and significance of simulation has
been discussed [1]. In general, a good real-time simulation
platform must possess two important features: fixed-step
real-time computing and friendly interface to real hard-
ware. Therefore fixed-step real-time operating systems
such as QNX/Neutrino take the lead. Allowing real hard-
ware to be in the simulation loop to communicate and ex-
change data with computing software in real time makes it
possible to validate the design performance in a close-to-
real testing environment, which constitutes the so-called
Hardware-in-the-Loop (HIL) simulation [2]. The beauty
of an HIL simulation platform is that it uses real hardware
to replace the corresponding software codes to imitate the
real test locally for the part to be tested. An HIL simu-
lation can demonstrate all the benefits of numeric simu-
lation for other parts of the whole system represented by
software, provided they could be well modeled, as can be
seen from a reported HIL simulation for vehicle system
control [3].

The cost of an HIL simulation is a trade-off between a
full-scale real test and a pure numerical simulation. How-
ever, the validation result from an HIL simulation could
be made sufficiently reliable, comparable with that of a
real test. Rapid prototyping is another approach that uses
a software package to represent the design in a testing en-
vironment.

We also have the so-called software-in-the-loop (SIL)
approach [4]. This approach may not be as robust as
the HIL simulation. Howvever two successful case stud-
ies presented in this paper show that, if reliable software
packages are available to simulate complex dynamics in
various practical systems and could be used to replace real
systems or hardware, then the real-time SIL simulation
will also provide a reasonably reliable alternative solution
to HIL simulation for validation and/or rapid prototyping
purposes. In practice, the SIL simulation could either con-

stitute the base for further real tests or provide confidence
and guidance for implementing an HIL simulation.

In this paper, fixed-step real-time SIL simulation is pre-
sented for performance validation of an electric power
steering (EPS) control system and drive control for a
switch reluctance motor (SRM) powered by a fuel cell.
The focus of this paper is on the concept proof of real-
time SIL simulation mechanism instead of on the con-
trol design. The simulation reported is conducted in fixed
step on a two-node personal computer platform hosted by
RT-Lab. Real time interface has been successfully estab-
lished between the relevant control blocks and two soft-
ware packages: CarSim and Fuel Cell Simulator. The for-
mer simulates vehicle dynamics and the later simulates
chemical/electrical dynamics in a fuel cell stack. The pro-
totypes of these two simulations have their roots in auto-
motive systems: an electric motor assisted steering system
and fuel-cell powered traction in an electric car. Both sim-
ulations could be potentially and conveniently converted
into an HIL simulation to include hardware such as a real
controller or a real motor in the loop.

This paper is divided into five sections: after the In-
troduction, a brief introduction to a real-time simulation
platform is presented� in Section 3 the EPS control case
is presented from modeling to simulation set-up� in Sec-
tion 4, simulation of drive control for SRM powered by a
fuel cell is presented� Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Real-Time Simulation Platform

The real-time SIL simulation presented in this paper is
built and operated on the RT-Lab [2] platform produced
by Opal-RT Inc.

2.1 RT-Lab Platform

The RT-Lab system, powered by real-time distributed
computing technology, integrates fixed-step computing,
high-speed communication and real-time interfacing tech-
nologies to reduce design and implementation time and
cost, while increasing scalability and flexibility with no
loss of performance. The RT-Lab platform enables model
separation for distributed real-time execution and facili-
tates functions of automatically generating, downloading
and operating (in real time) deadlock-free distributed sim-
ulation software codes.

The whole platform is configured consisting of a host
station, a compilation software, target nodes, high-speed
communication links and I/O boards.

1. Host Station/Computer: The host station is usually a
PC workstation with a Windows operating system,
which serves as the user interface. The host station
allows users to:

� edit and modify models with any popular
model builder software such as SimulinkT M �
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of computing node

� generate machine codes�
� separate codes as needed� and

� control the simulator’s GO/STOP sequences.

2. Target Nodes: Target nodes are simulation com-
puters running in fixed-step real-time operating
systems such as QNX/Neutrino. They are inter-
connected by high-speed communication protocols
such as IEEE 1394 (Firewire) or cLAN (depending
on the selected OS), as well as Input/Output boards
for accessing external hardware equipments. Target
nodes:

� perform execution of simulation codes in real
time� and

� exchange data between nodes and between
nodes and I/Os.

3. Compilation software: The compilation software is
used to:

� compile simulation blocks on the host station
and generate C codes�

� load codes onto each target node according to
instruction� and

� debug the user source codes.

4. Input/Output Board: Both analog and digital In-
put/Output boards are supported by RT-LAB. These
allow real connection between the simulated part
and external real equipment if used for applications
such as real-time Hardware-In-Loop(HIL) simula-
tion.

2.2 System Integration

One of the key issues in building the simulation mech-
anism illustrated in this paper is to integrate together the
EPS control model or the SRM drive control model, which
are designed from the relevant research, with CarSim or
Fuel Cell Simulator software packages so that two differ-
ent blocks could exchange data and are operated in syn-
chronous real time. The schematic diagram of the system
integration in terms of the computing workload is shown
in Figure 1.

CarSim is a commercial software for simulating com-
plicated vehicle dynamics. Therefore, in the EPS control
performance validation, it is equivalent to replacing a real
vehicle. The Fuel Cell Simulator is another software pack-
age developed for simulating chemical/electrical dynam-
ics in a fuel cell stack. Significant work has been done to
bring two different software blocks (see Figure 1) operat-
ing on different nodes to work together to achieve perfor-
mance validation. The results show that SIL real-time sim-
ulation would be an effective low-cost solution for perfor-
mance validation before conducting either real test or HIL
simulation, as indicated by two case studies presented in
the next section. A successful SIL simulation would then
be able to reduce the prototyping time and cost for design-
ers.

3. Case Study I: EPS Control System

An EPS system has been used to replace a traditional
hydraulic power steering system in vehicles. There have
been some research/development activities on power
steering systems, either hydraulic or electric [5–8]. The
modeling issue for an EPS system has been addressed in
[9–12]. In principle, a power steering system is expected
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Figure 2. Block Diagram Model for EPS Control System

to yield a similar steering dynamic process as that pro-
duced by a manual steering system on a straight flat road
surface, which should serve as the benchmark. Therefore,
the goals of EPS control are not only to guarantee smooth
redistribution of the steering torque load taken away from
the driver to the electric motor, but also to be able to ef-
fectively attenuate various disturbance signals such as sen-
sor noise, device parameter deviation and reaction distur-
bance due to various road surface roughness in order to
make the driver’s steering feeling enjoyable (i.e. light and
less wheel vibrating).

In this section, we shall explain the SIL simulation
for performance validation of EPS control design. The
schematic structure of an EPS system normally consists
of a hand wheel (HW), a torque sensor, a reduction gear,
an intermediate shaft (I-shaft) and a rack and pinion struc-
ture. The block diagram model [10] of the EPS control
system addressed is shown in Figure 2, where

G1 � 1

Jhws2 � Bhws

represents the hand–wheel shaft dynamics� C1 is the
propotional, integral (PI) controller for motor� C2 is the
EPS motion controller� G2 � Bss � Ks represents torque
sensor dynamics�

G3 � Jms � Bm

�Jms � Bm��Lms � Rm�� kekt

represents motor dynamics� G4 � Kc (constant) is current
sensor� G5 � n is motor reduction gear�

G6 � 1

�Jr � n2 Jm�s2 � �Br � n2 Bm�s

is the equivalent rack and pinion dynamics�

G7 � ke

�Jms � Bm��Lms � Rm�� kekt
�

G8�s� � n�Jms2 � Bms�� T �s� is steering torque from
the driver� � is disturbance torque from road surface� and
�m�s� is pinion angle.

The torque sensor G2, including torsion bar mecha-
nism, estimates the difference between the hand wheel
shaft angle due to the driver’s input torque and the tire
angle position transmitted to the I-shaft through the rack
and pinion structure. It communicates with the master
controller C2 which is derived through applying the �2
optimization approach [6]. This controller is designed to
handle the disturbance signal while generating the desired
torque load signal for the electric motor. C1 is a PI con-
troller to ensure that closed-loop block for the motor G3
generates the required assisting steering torque effectively,
according to the desired torque load signal. The reduction
gear G5 amplifies the turning torque further from the mo-
tor and the I-shaft, through the rack and pinion structure
G6, transfers the steering torque to the front tires. � is the
road reaction disturbance torque consisting of both low-
and high-frequency components due to both normal road
reaction to the tires and (random) roughness of road sur-
face.

3.1 Vehicle Steering Dynamics

Vehicle steering dynamics is essentially the tire steering
dynamics on the road which involves highly nonlinear
features and varies with changing road conditions. There-
fore, for control design purpose, this information is not
included in the model in order to avoid design complexity.
Instead, the effect of vehicle/tire dynamics is modeled as
a road reaction disturbance torque only (Figure 2).

However, to validate the performance of the obtained
controller, it is important to conduct a simulation of the
EPS control system. This includes full information regard-
ing vehicle/tire dynamics, i.e. a fully modeled road reac-
tion disturbance torque. For this account, CarSim [13] is
implemented in the simulation. This software simulates
full-scale vehicle dynamics and can be operated in both
off-line (variable step) and fixed-step real-time modes on
the RT-Lab platform [4]. In the interests of steering dy-
namics, CarSim simulates a manual steering process for a
given hand wheel angle with respect to various road sur-
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Figure 3. Block diagram of EPS control system with CarSim

face conditions, while the road reaction torque is available
for the user. For the real-time SIL simulation of EPS con-
trol, CarSim is used to:

1. generate the benchmark of the tire position response
to the hand wheel angle from the output of G1, as-
suming straight flat road conditions�

2. generate an estimation of the road reaction torque
�l that is applied to provide low-frequency infor-
mation of �, since no road roughness is assumed.

The block diagram of the EPS control system including
CarSim is shown in Figure 3. Note that a random signal
(high frequency) �h is added so that the full information
of road reaction torque � � �l � �h is simulated for a
rough road surface. In our simulation setup, the model in
Figure 3 (including interfacing communication between
the CarSim and other blocks of the simulation model) is
first built in Matlab/Simulink on the Host Computer. The
division of the model into two groups (CarSim and all
other blocks) and the compiling of the divided model are
done by the RT-Lab compiler to generate binary codes,
downloaded into two target nodes with CarSim block on
one and all other blocks on the other. Since the comput-
ing on target nodes is conducted in fixed steps of 0.1 ms
(which is the minimum step required by the RT-Lab for the
two nodes case) with the QNX/Neutrino operating system
and the data exchange between the target nodes is through
the firewire (IEEE1394), the real-time computing is guar-
anteed for all blocks in the model.

3.2 System Integration and Simulation Results

One of the key issues in building the SIL simulation mech-
anism for the EPS control system is to integrate the EPS

control model and CarSim software package together in
the RT-Lab platform so that the two software models could
exchange data and are operated in real time. In the simu-
lation, the CarSim is downloaded to the distributed node
1 and the EPS control model is on node 2. The real-time
data exchange between the control model and the CarSim
is done through IEEE 1394 (Firewire).

To verify the EPS control design results, real-time sim-
ulation has been conducted on RT-Lab platform for a sam-
ple model of EPS control systems including a motor. The
simulation is conducted for �h with different variance,
reflecting different road surface roughness. In the simu-
lation the vehicle speed is assumed to be a constant, oth-
erwise a parameter adjustment would be needed for safety
concerns. The hand wheel gives a left-turn torque signal
with 1 N m�1 torque with a 5 s duration and is then re-
leased (Figure 4).

For clarification, the following signals are chosen to
verify the simulation results: road reaction torque, torque
sensor output, hand wheel and tire positions. The simula-
tion results are shown in both off-line and real-time op-
eration in comparison. The off-line simulation results are
used as the simulation benchmarks and the success of real-
time SIL simulation is judged by its closeness to the off-
line counterparts. The results are presented below.

1. Road reaction torque and torque sensor output:
Road disturbance signal (high frequency) is cho-
sen as a zero-mean random number with variance
of 10. The variable step (off-line) simulation re-
sults are shown in Figure 5 for �2 control, while
the real-time simulation results are shown in Fig-
ure 6. The following conclusions are drawn from
Figures 5 and 6.
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Figure 4. Human turning torque applied to hand wheel

Figure 5. Off-line road reaction torque and torque sensor output with �2 control (variance = 10)

1. (a) Performance is validated: it is obvious that the
effect of rough road surface is very much at-
tenuated by the additional �2 control as the
driver’s rough feeling (the output of torque
sensor) is very much suppressed.

(b) Comparing corresponding results in variable
and fixed-step simulation, it can be seen that

the trend of real-time results are close to that
of off-line simulation results, which validates
the effectiveness of the real-time SIL simula-
tion mechanism.

2. Hand wheel and tire positions: The system response
tire angle is shown in contrast with the hand wheel
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Figure 6. Real-time road reaction torque and torque sensor output with �2 control (variance = 10)

angle as the reference input in Figures 7 and 8, for
both off-line and real-time SIL simulation, under
a random disturbance with variance 10. It can be
seen that the tire angle follows the reference hand
wheel angle (which is generated by applying the hu-
man steering torque) in time. Once again, the close-
ness between off-line and real-time simulation re-
sults are observed.

3. Comparison with steering dynamics benchmark: As
stated before, the benchmark for the steering dy-
namics is reasonably presented as the tire angle of
CarSim responding to the hand wheel shaft angle
signal in the EPS control system, assuming straight
flat road surface (see Figure 3). The tire angle sig-
nal in the EPS control system, under road reac-
tion torque and a random number disturbance signal
with variance of 10 reflecting the roughness of road
surface, is compared in a real-time simulation with
the benchmark, as shown in Figure 9.

It can be judged from these simulation graphs that the
proposed EPS controllers yield good performance in terms
of bringing the steering process on rough road surface
close to that on a flat road surface, while keeping the
driver’s steering feeling enjoyable-light and less vibration.

4. Case Study II: SRM Drive Control

Switched reluctance motor (SRM) drive has been consid-
ered as a possible alternative in variable speed applica-
tions because of its obvious advantages [14, 15]: rugged

and simple construction, inherent variable speed capabil-
ity and ease of control. SRM drive so far has been used
in aircraft starter/generator systems, automotive and home
appliance applications. SRM drive is also known for its
fault-tolerant operation. In this section, a model of SRM
drive control [16] is described and will be used to illus-
trate the real-time SIL simulation mechanism. The block
diagram model of SRM drive speed control is shown in
Figure 10.

SRM is a salient machine with an unequal number of
stator and rotor poles. Normally, the ratio of the number
of stator poles to rotor poles is 6:4 or 8:6. In this paper, the
inductance-based model of an 8:6 four-phases SRM drive
is used for simulation, which is summarized as follows.

1. The kth (k � 1� 2� 3� 4) phase voltage equation is
given by

Vk � Rkik ��T ���

�
��ik�� ik

d��ik�

dik

�
dik

dt

� ik�
d�T ���

d�
��ik�� (1)

where

L�ik� �� � �T �����ik��

��ik� �
�

La�ik� Lm�ik� Lu�ik�
�T
�

and
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Figure 7. Off-line hand wheel position and tire position with �2 control (variance = 10)

Figure 8. Real-time hand wheel position and tire position with �2 control (variance = 10)

�T ��� �
�
��

0	25� 0	5 cos�6��� 0	25 cos�12��

0	5� 0	5 cos�12��

0	25� 0	5 cos�6��� 0	25 cos�12��

�
	
 	

2. Torque and mechanical equations are given by

Tm � Tl � J
d�

dt
� B�� (2)

where

Tm �
4�

k�1


�T ���


�

� ik

0
��ik�ikdik 	

In the simulation presented in Section 4.2, J �
0	0016 kg m2 and B � 0	004 N m s rad�1 while
Tl � 1 N m where t � 0, i.e. a constant load is
assumed for simplicity.
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Figure 9. Comparison with benchmark

Figure 10. Block Diagram of SRM Drive Speed Control

3. PI control equations are given by

Ir � K p�� � Ki

� t

0
��dt� �� � �r � �	 (3)

The PI control is designed to regulate the desired
current so that the SRM drive can vary and keep
the desired speed. The controller parameters are ob-
tained by aiming to keep overshoot less than 5% and
the rise time less than 5 ms, while assuming that the
electric process inside the SRM is much faster than
the mechanical process of the SRM drive. For this
account, K p � 0	892 and Ki � 256 [17].

4.1 Fuel Cell Stack

A fuel cell [18] is an electrochemical device that converts
the chemical energy of gaseous fuel directly into electric-

ity and is widely regarded as a potential alternative sta-
tionary and mobile power source. A fuel cell reduces the
ubiquitous dependence on fossil fuels and therefore has
significant environmental implication. A fuel cell stack
system is under intensive development by several man-
ufacturers, with the Proton Exchange Membrane (PEM)
fuel cell (also known as the Polymer Electrolyte Mem-
brane fuel cell) currently considered to be in a relatively
more advanced stage for ground vehicle applications [19].

There is much interest in developing fuel cell powered
vehicles from both the government and automobile origi-
nal equipment manufacturers. In the vehicular application
of fuel cell power, transient behavior is one of the key is-
sues for the success of fuel cell powered vehicles. During
the transient process, the fuel cell stack control system
is required to maintain optimal temperature, membrane
hydration and partial pressure of the reactants across the
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Figure 11. Block diagram of a fuel cell stack and control

membrane in order to avoid degradation of the stack volt-
age, therefore maintaining high efficiency and extending
the life of the stack.

There are different types of fuel cells, distinguished
mainly by the type of electrolyte used. A particular fuel
cell may only be suitable for a narrow range of applica-
tions, due to the differences in characteristics such as cell
material, operating temperature and fuel diversity. In the
real-time SIL simulation presented in this paper, a fuel cell
is assumed to power the SRM drive. The block diagram is
shown in Figure 11.

The transients of a fuel cell stack system including the
fuel cell controller are modeled by the software Fuel Cell
Simulator, provided by Emmeskay. This fuel cell stack
model is applied to power the SRM drive and the SRM
four-phase currents are fed back through a current con-
verter to control the fuel cell voltage. At the fuel cell volt-
age output, a DC/DC converter is added to boost the fuel
cell voltage to drive the SRM and to provide isolation be-
tween fuel cell and SRM.

4.2 System Integration and Simulation Results

As in the EPS control system example, one of the key is-
sues in building the SIL simulation mechanism illustrated
in this example is to integrate the SRM drive speed con-
trol model and the fuel cell stack package (Figure 12) to-
gether in the RT-Lab platform so that both models could
exchange data and operate in real time. In the simulation,
the Fuel Cell Simulator software package is downloaded
to node 2 while the SRM drive control blocks are on node
1. Once again, the data exchange between these two parts
is done through IEEE 1394(Firewire) with a computing
step time of 0.2 ms for the real-time simulation. The block
diagram of the whole system is shown in Figure 13.

As shown, the fuel cell provides voltage through the
DC/DC chopper to the SRM drive system while the SRM
four-phase currents are fed back through the current con-
verter to regulate the fuel cell voltage. Through these con-
nections, the SRM drive speed control model exchanges
data in real time with the fuel cell stack model operat-
ing on a two-nodes RT-Lab platform with the SRM drive
speed control model on one and the fuel cell stack model

on the other. Although the electrical process in the SRM
drive is ignored when designing the PI control, circuit
models for the hysteresis current controller and the SRM
driver [20] are added in the simulation. This guarantees
that a high-fidelity model is used in simulation to test the
validity of the speed control performance designed based
on the low-order model of SRM.

For the real-time SIL simulation presented in this pa-
per, an SRM drive with the following specifications is
chosen. The mechanical load is assumed to be a con-
stant Tl � 1 N m, t � 0 for simplicity. Parameters of
PI controller used in the simulation are K p � 0	892 and
Ki � 256 [17].

The fixed-step real-time SIL simulation results are val-
idated by its off-line (variable step) simulation counter-
parts, as shown in Figures 14 and 15 for SRM torque and
speed. As references, both off-line and real-time simula-
tion results of SRM current and fuel cell voltage before
and after the DC/DC chopper are also presented (Fig-
ures 16–18).

4.2.1 Notes on Simulation Results

1. Although the difference between off-line and real-
time simulation results is small, the trends indicate
the validity of real-time SIL simulation mechanism
to a great extent. It is worth pointing out that this
real-time SIL simulation mechanism could be po-
tentially converted into a hardware-in-the-loop sim-
ulation to include real devices such as a real fuel cell
controller, real SRM drive circuits, a real PI con-
troller or even a real SRM itself, depending on what
needs to be tested.

2. It is noted that, due to the regulating action of the PI
controller, both speed and torque yield quite smooth
responses with no ripples.

3. Off-line and real-time results of SRM current are
shown in four phases.

4. Regulating action of fuel cell control (inside
Emmeskay model) yields the desired smooth output
voltage.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, two case studies are presented to illustrate
real-time SIL simulation mechanisms: an electric power
steering control system and an SRM drive control sys-
tem. It is shown that the real-time integration of the design
blocks with commercial software packages is an encour-
aging idea to conduct effective real-time control perfor-
mance validation.
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Figure 12. Simulation software for fuel cell stack developed by Emmeskay

Figure 13. Real-time simulation of integrated SRM drive and fuel cell stack
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Figure 14. Off-line and real-time simulation of SRM drive torque

Figure 15. Off-line and real-time simulation of SRM drive speed
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Figure 16. Off-line and real-time simulation of SRM current

For the electric power steering control system, the two-
controller structure is designed based on a simplified EPS
system model but the real-time SIL simulation is done
by incorporating details of vehicle dynamics simulated by
software CarSim to test the performance.

For the SRM drive control system, the PI speed con-
troller is designed based only on SRM mechanical dynam-
ics, allowing a simplified model. However, the real-time
SIL simulation is done by incorporating all details of the
current controller and the driver of SRM as well as a fuel
cell stack to test the performance. Both off-line and real-
time SIL simulation results for both cases are presented
for validation purposes. The results show that this simula-
tion mechanism is a low-cost feasible approach to support
electro-mechanical system related research and develop-
ment work as well as fuel cell and motor drive control

Figure 17. Off-line and real-time simulation of fuel cell volt-
age before DC/DC chopper

related research and development work. It is also noted
that this real-time SIL mechanism could be converted eas-
ily into a hardware-in-the-loop simulation to include real
hardware.
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Figure 18. Off-line and real-time simulation of fuel cell volt-
age before DC/DC chopper
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